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Andrews Speaks Out
On The National Gun Crisis
Pg. 3
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PUTTING YOUR
EFFORT WHERE YOUR
MOUTH IS

“I didn’t just want to be a voice
crying and complaining from a
distance. I needed to be part of
the present solution.”
P.2

APPROACHING
THE GUN DEBATE
“The line in the sand between
these two contrasting answers is
well demarcated; we are bitterly
divided on guns. It is insensible
as to why we should still be.”

P. 5

CRISIS
PREPAREDNESS

“The sad reality is that a
shooting can happen anywhere, and it could potentially happen here.”
P. 6

BEING CHRISTIAN IN A
TIME OF VIOLENCE

“...Because peace doesn’t occur when
we get to heaven—it starts here and
now.”
P.9

LIGHTS, CAMERA
OBSCURA, ACTION

“The room went completely
dark, revealing brush strokes
on the dress that were
illuminated under black light.”
P. 10

SCROLLING PAST
TRAGEDY

“I don’t want to be just another consumer, unfazed by tragedy, unaffected by injustice. I want to be better,
but I don’t know how.”
P. 12
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News

Where Do We Go From Here?

Lisa Hayden

News Editor

Khayla McDonald | On
Monday, Feb. 26, 2018,
Andrews University hosted
“Changing the World: The Next
Step” in honor and celebration
of Black History Month. The
program was at 6:00 p.m. in
Garber Auditorium in Chan
Shun hall. The event was free
with refreshments available
following the program. The
program consisted of members
of the community as well as
Andrews’s faculty, staff and
students.
The first part of the event was a
viewing of the Tom Weidlinger
documentary “The Long Walk
to Freedom,” a 30-minute film
about 12 individuals who grew
up to have very integral parts

in the civil rights movement.
Following the documentary
was a panel to discuss whether
the goals for a just, free,
compassionate society have
been reached, and what further
steps should be taken.
The panel consisted
of 10 individuals: Andrea
Luxton, President of Andrews
University; Mike Ryan, District
Director for US Congressman
Fred Upton; Mike Hildebrand,
Supervisor for the Oronoko
Charter Township; Gwendolyn
Moffitt,
community
engagement liaison, Michigan
Department of Civil Rights;
Carmelo Mercado, General
Vice President/Multicultural
Ministries coordinator, Lake

Union Conference of Seventhday Adventists; Michael Nixon,
Vice President for Diversity &
Inclusion, Andrews University;
Carole Woolford-Hunt, chair,
Department
of
Graduate
Psychology & Counseling/
Counseling
Psychology
program
coordinator,
Andrews University; Jeff
Boyd,
executive
director,
Adventist Peace Fellowship;
Emanuel Brown, co-director/
founder, African American
History and Literature Gallery;
and moderator Mark Reid,
President, Andrews University
Graduate Student Association.
The panel provided a variety
of perspectives and opinions;
most in attendance took

something away from the panel.
“I loved the (documentary)
that they played. I would have
preferred a smaller panel, but
all of the answers were very
insightful,” said Owen Jackson
(junior, accounting).
The answers to the question
of whether or not change
was reached varied greatly,
with some focused on the
importance of quantifying
change, like Michael Nixon,
who stated, “progress on
screen differs from progress
in real life. We cannot believe
progress is there before it is
actually there.”
There were also panelists
who believed that a lot of
progress has been made.

Mike Ryan stated “We have
come a long way since the 60s,”
giving an anecdotal story about
race relations in his youth, “but
we still have a long way to go.”
The size of the panel proved
to be a challenge when wanting
to hear everyone, but a lot was
taken away by many students
who felt glad they had attended.
Senior business and pre-med
major Noreena Ogidan said, “I
found the program to be very
enlightening and insightful. I
appreciated seeing different
persons from the community
and hearing their perspective
on how to foster a more equal
and just society.”

AU Students Show Out for Flood Relief Response

PHOTO BY SERGE GEDEON AND GLENN RUSSELL

Lisa Hayden | In the wake
of the recent flooding of
several Southwest Michigan
communities, several Andrews
University (AU)
students
sought to provide help
affected neighborhoods. As
a result, several AU students
volunteered their time when
an opportunity to help out in
Niles, MI appeared.
According to an email sent out
by Andrea Luxton, President
of
Andrews
University,
“homeowners are responsible
for removing damaged items
from their residence. The city
is then asking volunteers to
assist homeowners in moving
approved items to dumpsters”.
There were sign up links on
OrgSync for two separate shifts
of 100 volunteers each. AU

students, like Serge Gedeon
(senior, English), jumped on
the opportunity to serve in
their local communities.
Gedeon said, “I remember
being
told
about
the
opportunity to help out in
Niles for the flooding victims
and I immediately felt a sense
of conviction. I had been
praying for them since the
flooding started and now I
had an opportunity to actually
physically help. I didn’t just
want to be a voice crying and
complaining from a distance.
I needed to be part of the
present solution. I knew that
I needed to participate in this
opportunity to help those who
had literally lost everything. It
was a blessing to take part in
this help initiative.”

Volunteers went from doorto-door, asking if households
needed help disposing flood
damaged belongings. AU
students, who sacrificed their
time to help out, shared their
reasons for volunteering.
“I chose to go out and help
with the flood relief because
I wanted to put some actions
behind my words,” Carolina
Cruz (freshman, religion) said
when asked about why she
decide to go out and help. “The
opportunity was given to serve
in my current community,
so I took it. I’m really glad
that I went. It was a humbling
experience.”
Other volunteers had more
personal reasons to get involved
with this service trip.
Matthew Rajarathinam

(sophomore, biology) said,
“I spent the day helping out a
couple and their friend trying
to save their home. They had
saved up money for 10 years
to buy this house and spent
the past year fixing it up, and
overnight that dream just about
got washed away. They had to
get rid of almost everything
from furniture to appliances.
It’s crazy how we can go about
our daily lives in peace while
only 20 minutes away people
are going through a lifealtering catastrophe.”
With the onset of creating
initiatives to fit in with the
last part of the AU motto:
change the world, these service
opportunities show how AU
students are actively taking
part in being accountable to

their local communities.
Hannah Baquiran
(sophomore, religion) said,
“I wanted to help with the
Flood Relief Response simply
because I knew people needed
help. As a college student, I
know I couldn’t give them a
new home or new appliances
to replace the ones they’ve
lost, but I can be there to lend
a helping hand. Whether it was
carrying soiled clothes to the
dumpster or giving them words
of assurance, I knew being
there was one way I could
allow Christ to show His love
for them through me.”
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Research Symposium 2018: A Chance to Showcase
Excellence

PHOTO BY HMTEE DEE

Gabrielle Johnson | On Friday,
March 2, the Honors Scholars
and Undergraduate Research
Symposium commenced in
the lobby of Buller Hall. The
symposium was sponsored
by the J.N. Andrews Honors
Program and the Office
of Research and Creative
Scholarship. The posters on
display consisted of research
projects of undergraduate
Andrews University students
and their professors, who
served as their mentors.
The symposium was open to
Andrews University students,
faculty and staff. This spring’s

research symposium featured
undergraduate
research
presentations and Honors
Scholars’ thesis presentations.
Students dressed in business
attire, lined the hallways, ready
to share their findings. Each
student stood adjacent to their
research posters and provided
brief explanations of their
research and presented the
results and conclusions they
reached.
Dr. Desmond Murray,
Professor of Chemistry, and
Dr. Denise Smith, Instructor
of Biology, served as the
research advisor to Michaella

Souza (junior, music), who
presented her research, The
Synthesis of Novel Dual
Binding Transfectors, a study
of the transfecting capabilities
of arylidene thiobarbituric
alkylpyridinium.
Souza said, “With dual
binding transfectors, we are
hoping to broaden the amount
of cells that we can transfect.
We also hope to broaden the
amount of material that can be
brought into a cell by using one
or more transfecting agents.”
Several presenter shared
interesting information about
their research on seabird

colonies and their eggshells;
the majority of which worked
in conjunction with the
Department of Biology.
Alexandria Edge (senior,
chemistry), who worked with
Dr. Lisa Ahlberg, Professor of
Chemistry, presented a research
poster on High Performance
Liquid
Chromatography
(HPLC) Analysis of Amino
Acids in Glaucous-winged Gull
Eggshells. Edges’s research was
a study that analyzed the amino
acid contents in eggshells using
reverse-phase High Pressure
Liquid
Chromatography
(HPLC).

Edge said, “I strongly believe
that HPLC is an important
aspect for future research in
eggshell analysis. It will help us
to understand the importance
of amino acidic contents within
eggshells.”
After an insightful and busy
four hours, the symposium
came to a close. Inspiring
those in observance to get
hands on with research. The
legacy of research at Andrews
University is represented and
sustained through all the hard
work on display at this year’s
symposium.

Adventist Community Service Responds to Parkland
Shannon Kelly |
Tragedy
rocked Marjory Stoneman
Douglas High School in
Parkland, Florida, and the
United States of America at
large, on February 14, 2018,
when a 19-year-old man opened
fire on the high school campus
with an AR-15, killing 17 and
injuring 14.
An Adventist Pathfinder
member and high school junior
at Marjory Stoneman Douglas,
Samantha Grady, is among the
survivors. In an interview for
NBC, she recounts the horrific
experience. Grady had been
working on an assignment in

class when shots were heard
in the hallway. Her best friend
and fellow church member
shoved her down, and everyone
took cover huddling behind
bookcases. As bullets came
showering through the glass of
the door, Grady’s friend told her
to use a book to shield herself
as many students behind them
were hit. “It was a tiny book,
but I took a book and I held it
up.” Her best friend “didn’t
make it,” Grady said, fighting
tears.
Since the day of the shooting,
hot debate over gun control
has been at the forefront of the

news, driven especially by the
Parkland shooting survivors.
All sorts of individuals and
groups
have
responded,
including
the
Adventist
Community Services Disaster
Response (ACS DR) of the
North American Division of
Seventh-day Adventists.
According to reports by the
NAD and Adventist Today,
W. Derrick Lea, director of
ACS DR, jumped into action
following the incident. Lea
contacted the American Red
Cross to find out if the disaster
response team could be of any
assistance. He also contacted

the Florida and Southeastern
Regional conference directors,
asking them to gather available
emotional and spiritual care
providers as a resource for
those affected.
Upon learning that the
high school already had
spiritual and emotional care
providers in place, the ACS
DR teams from both Florida
and Southeastern Regional
conferences set up a help
center at the Pompano Beach
Seventh-day Adventist Church,
open Feb. 16 through 17. “Our
local ACS DR plans to offer
this help to the community—

if people want to come in and
talk—with certified emotional
and spiritual care providers,
and will be prepared to assist if
other needs come up,” Lea told
the NAD last month.
The NAD implores Adventists
to “keep our communities in
prayer” through this time. The
Student Movement reached out
to ACS DR for an update on
their activities, but have not yet
received a response.
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Olympic Time Markers: America’s Foreign Policy and
American Progressivism

Frentzen
Pakpahan

Ideas Editor

Andrew Kertawidjaja | The
United States last hosted a
session of the Olympic Games
in 1996 in Atlanta, Georgia. In
2028, the U.S. will host it again
in Los Angeles, California. In
those thirty-four intervening
years, much has changed. In
1996, Nintendo released its
most modern game console
yet, the Nintendo 360; Bill
Clinton was elected President
of the United States; and Tupac
Shakur and Mariah Carey
reigned on the Billboard Top
100’s charts. Homosexuality
was deemed a mental disease in
the Diagnostic and Statistical
Manual of Mental Disorders
(DSM IV) and culturally
labelled ‘sickening.’ Internet
Explorer was launched and the
dot com bubble ballooned. As a
nation we were at the forefront of
a technological, transcultural,
and economic revolution.
The United States was in its
period of manufacturing boom,
resulting in a stronger economy
and a budget surplus instead
of a budget deficit. America
stood as the lone victor of the
Cold War. In the public’s eye,
life was “smooth sailing.”
However, this is the not the
story the world tells us today.
Between the ‘96 Games, the
recently ended Pyeongchang
2018 Winter Olympics, and the
L.A. 2028 Games in a decade,
there have been and will be
massive changes in American
society and policy.
Foreign Policy
The United States have
been a global force for the
last seventy years. Our main

regional concerns in the last
two decades have been the
Middle East and the Sea of
Japan. We have also been
primarily concerned with
hindering nuclear proliferation
and
neutralizing
terrorist
threats, responding to the rise of
China and shoring up Western
Europe, as well as providing
international humanitarian aid
and support of human rights,
such as women’s rights in the
Middle East. However, I foresee
a future where the United
States foreign policy will limit
its foreign commitments and
emphasize domestic rather
than foreign issues.
Donald Trump secured the
presidency on the backs of the
internationally
uninformed
and unconcerned American.
He promised to decrease
international ties with NATO
and cut financial support
to Japan. Trade restrictions
and prioritization of more
immigration
reform
has
demonstrated this domestic
focus. With the current foreign
policy, I can only perceive a
future that would lead to weaker
ties with American allies and
increased international turmoil
among political conflicts in
Africa and the Middle East.
The age of the Pax Americana
is slowly ending.
Fighting for Values
The marginalized in
society have longed fought
for legal ‘stake’ and status
in the American legal and
court system. From women’s
rights, to LGBTQ+ rights,
and civil rights, the outcasts

have changed but not the fight.
Today, it is the fight for police
brutality and the Black Lives
Matter (BLM) movement.
In my opinion, abuse by the
criminal justice system stands
as the single greatest threat
to the welfare and wellbeing
of the black male population.
What began in the wake of
Trayvon Martin’s death is now
a national call for change.
His death brings into light
the question whether or not
black males are targeted and
incarcerated disproportionately
in relation to other races. It is
statistically valid that they
are incarcerated a higher rate.
The repercussions of having a
tainted criminal history have
also hurt and in some cases
destroyed the future of many
in the black community. We
do not rehabilitate criminals,
we give them a “scarlet
letter” to employees. While I
disagree with parts of the BLM
platform, it is impossible for
me to condone any wrongful
incarceration,
especially
because of the repercussions.
While we have constitutionally
and legally enshrined and
affirmed the equal rights of all
human beings, the fight to make
it a reality is far from over.
In 2028, I foresee an
America where the BLM
has evolved to become one
of the most progressive and
powerful
movements
of
the 21st century and as a
result, some of its underlying
liberal
principles—political
correctness and affirmation of
every individual’s narrative—
will pass in forms of legislation

and political and cultural
acceptance. Thus, the line
must be drawn. To what
extent is this movement about
human decency? To frame this
thought, in a question: How
would you know when or if this
movement is matter of human
injustice and indecency, as
seen with the women’s suffrage
movement in 1919? The
Nineteenth Amendment and
the progress of women’s rights
was inevitable. Misogyny is
a defilement of a women’s
humanity and is rightfully
condemned. Civil rights was
inevitable. Police brutality is
and wrongful incarceration are
violations of the Constitution’s
prohibition on “cruel and
unusual
punishment”.
However, we can fix the issue
without the accompanying
values. The tendency of
BLM to reject any narrative
besides its own is a dangerous
approach. We should always
fight injustice, but we do not
have to fully identify with
any one movement to do so,
no matter how popular. Yet it
seems that America is moving
inevitably in the direction
where
subjectivity
and
oversensitivity are enshrined in
our political system.

as another excuse to go to
Buffalo Wild Wings and yell at
a flat screen TV, the Olympics
inevitably calls us to reflect
upon where we were four years
ago. It pushes its viewers to
subconsciously focus on the
numerical year of its hosting
as individual landmarks and
salute to the notion and phrase,
“Congratulations, humanity,
we made it to this year”. By
2028, our careers will ideally
be in full swing. We will look
back on the last ten years,
and either ask where we went
wrong or be grateful for where
we are. I have not enumerated
all the ongoing changes
that could be described, but
focused in on foreign policy
and social movements in order
to highlight key ideological
shifts. Perhaps one day we
will return to isolationism,
as President Trump’s policies
seem to suggest we are, and
perhaps we will enter into
a truly postmodern age that
validates and affirms every last
narrative. But for now, maybe
the best way to prepare for the
future is to study the patterns
history has shown us.

High school and college
provide useful four year periods
where we can usually track
and recall historic changes.
For those out of school, the
Olympic Games also serve as
quadrennial markers in the
timeline of history and the
reality we live in. Other than
viewing the Olympic Games

Presumptions, Presuppositions and Premonitions: The Gun
Teddy Kim | On Feb. 14,
2018, Nikolas Cruz entered
Stoneman
Douglas
High
School. Using an AR-15 style
rifle (specifically, the Smith
and Wesson M&P15), he tore
through the school, wounding
16 and killing 17 others. He
then threw down his weapon
and momentarily escaped by
posing as one of the evacuating
students.
The attack devastated the
community and the nation. But
as quickly as the condolences
for the victims and their
families came in, so did the
raucous gun control debate
from politician and citizen
alike. The nation as a whole
agreed that the tragedy should

have never occurred. What
brought on differing opinions,
however, was exactly how it
should have been prevented.
Should
the
government
have already imposed much
stricter restrictions on semiautomatic guns by now (an
important distinction to make
in this debate; the AR15 and
its offshoots are semiautomatic
and labeled as assault weapons,
not assault rifles, which are
capable of automatic firing)? Or
should the victims of the school
have had a chance to properly
defend themselves, by allowing
stronger self-defense weapons
in school, and a more sensible
acceptance of gun culture in
general? The line in the sand

between these two contrasting
answers is well demarcated; we
are bitterly divided on guns.
It is insensible as to why we
should still be.
In my experience, what does
not help with the division is
how, by this point, most of my
readers already know what path
my article will take. They might
have had previous exposure to
my writing, they might have
read enough stories circulating
on gun control to identify
what facts I chose to include,
and (more importantly) which
ones to omit. Alternatively,
they might just focus on the
subtle hints in my word choice,
subconsciously
concluding
what my position on the debate

is. No matter the reason, we
have all been there: generally,
we think that we know
everything a person might say
before we even engage in heavy
conversation with them. If you
support gun ownership, you
might have read the previous
paragraphs
and
profiled
my writing as akin to other
articles you have read in wellestablished “liberal” papers.
If you advocate against it, you
might have read the paragraphs
and been very skeptical as to
why I did not immediately
denounce any such issue.
Yet what should actually be
said about the topic is simple:
discourse and debate cannot
occur if we assume what each

other will already say, and
unfairly subject our colleagues
to our own biases. As surprising
as it may sound, many of us
strive to live as reasonably
prudent human beings, even
if our views on issues may
be emotionally or personally
motivated. And if you doubt
that statement, remind yourself
that none of us are capable of
objectivity, even those who
believe they have enough
experience in a discussion.
Rather, we must come out of the
micro-coalitions that we have
made with others who share
our opinions, and genuinely try
and listen to other views.
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School Safety: A Conversation with Dr. Burnett

Frentzen Pakpahan | In light
of recent events in Florida
and, closer to home, the
events from this past Friday at
Central Michigan University,
gun control and mental health
awareness have once again
reappeared in the national
spotlight. The national tragedy
rolls on. When I was a freshman
in high school living three
hours away from Newtown,
Connecticut, I believed that
change was imminent. While
the Obama Administration
and some state legislatures
(including Connecticut and
New York) updated regulations
on background checks, access
to assault weapons and the
magazine sizes, it appears
that it may not have been
enough. Both weapons used
in Newtown and Parkland
were assault weapons in the
style of the AR-15. It remains
to be seen what the Trump
Administration will do besides
offer its condolences, but in
the wake of the tragedy, the
students across the country
have walked out of school to
protest the lack of appropriate
legislation.
I sat down with Dr.
Harvey Burnett, the chair
of
the
Department
of
Behavioral Sciences, to learn
more about this issue and
get his personal take on the
situation. In addition to his
AU work, Dr. Burnett serves
on the Buchanan Community
Schools’ Board of Education,
is a former president of the
Michigan Crisis Response
Association, an active law
enforcement officer, a certified
psychologist
who
works
alongside the Counseling and

Testing Center of Andrews, and
a former member of the United
States Air Force. All in all, Dr.
Burnett is a man with diverse
expertise in a number of areas
relevant to the conversation.
I asked Dr. Burnett to
quickly go over and outline
the issue of gun control. We
have heard both sides of the
argument. Those who are
against gun control regulation
cite the Second Amendment,
wherein citizens are entitled
to the right to bear arms. The
protest is that the amendment
prohibits any encroachment on
gun rights.
However, Dr. Burnett pointed
out that the federal government
reserves the privilege of
regulating any right. Even a
plain reading of the text bears
out: “A well-regulated militia
being necessary to the security
of a free state, the right of
the people to keep and bear
arms shall not be infringed.”
A broad interpretation is
required or else we would only
be allowed eighteenth century
muzzle-loaded rifles. It does
not preclude regulation, only
the inherent right to have a
weapon. This is borne out in
District of Columbia v. Heller,
the Court ruled that “Like most
rights, the Second Amendment
right is not unlimited. It is not
a right to keep and carry any
weapon whatsoever in any
manner whatsoever and for
whatever purpose.” Those who
on the pro-gun control side are
now pressing for more stringent
regulations, such as an older
age minimum (Dr. Burnett
noted that alcohol, available at
21, causes more injuries and
deaths than guns, available

in most places at 18), bans on
assault weapons such as the
AR-15, and deeper background
checks.
We focused in on the AR15, the assault weapon used
in a number of recent mass
shootings. As an Air Force
man, Dr. Burnett informed me
that the AR-15 is inarguably a
“weapon of war,” not a hunting
weapon. It and the bullets it
carries are designed to shred and
kill and inflict mass casualties.
He told me that Michigan
allows use of the AR-15 for
hunting, with the restricted
maximum of six bullets in the
magazine. But what purpose,
he asked, does any average
citizen outside of the military
and law enforcement have for
possessing such a weapon?
I brought up the argument
of self-defense against home
invaders and government
abuse. I gave my thoughts on
the latter, noting that in this
day and age it is ludicrous to
think that any one individual or
militia could stand up against
the might of the United States
government. As to home
invaders, Dr. Burnett said that
in most states, the law demands
that guns be safe and securely
stored away. In the case of
home invasion, it is unlikely
that any individual will have
time to retrieve his weapon.
The alternative is having it
“underneath your pillow”, but
to this Dr. Burnett recounted a
sad story he heard in his days
as a police officer in Detroit.
Three teenagers broke into a
Detroit reserve police officer’s
home (he did not clarify their
intentions) and managed to
wrestle away the officer’s gun

which he had near him while
sleeping and shot him dead.
Further on, Dr. Burnett
disagreed vigorously with
President Trump’s suggestion
to arm teachers in schools. As a
professor and law enforcement
officer himself, he had much to
say on the idea. The following
is a summary of his words:
“The teacher’s job to educate
and to teach. A good teacher
feels the need to protect his/her
students. However, teachers
have a lot on their plate and often
don’t have enough resources in
managing a classroom. Now, to
the question of does it make a
teacher feel safer to possess a
firearm. Teachers are not taught
and trained to respond in safety
situations. Even police officers
in high-level stress simulations
miss the target around seventy
percent of the time. If you give
a firearm to someone who did
not sign up for this as part of the
profession, to do far more than
they have been taught to, you
increase the risk of liability,
of crossfire or accidental
shootings. You also can’t
expect teachers to go out and
respond to a shooter. Fear and
the other aspects of the natural
human response inevitably
kick in, and it is the duty of the
teacher to protect his/her own
students first. One must also
consider the possibility that the
teacher might himself have a
mental breakdown. No amount
of mental screening will ever
predict if someone will decide
one day to kill, whether others
or himself. Workplace violence
is a real and common issue in of
itself. Also, one must consider
that curious students (and
I’ve had K-4 kids ask to touch
my gun when I’ve gone into
schools for presentations) or
angry students may find their
way to the weapon. Kids pay
attention; they’re not stupid by
any means.”
Instead, Dr. Burnett
suggested that we invest the
resources that would go into
arming teachers into the
education
system—increase
the number of trained school
resource police officers in
public schools, install better
threat assessment policies
and provide greater access to
guidance counselors and mental
health professionals. He also
strongly urged accountability
on all fronts: students, faculty
and law enforcement must take
seriously any concerns that
individuals have and to even
take preventive measures. It is
always better to be safe rather
than sorry.

Most important, he said,
is “to look out for each other,
check in on each other as a
student body, and don’t be silent
with your concerns. Especially
on an Adventist campus it is
easier to believe in the bubble,
to think that it would never
happen here. America will
always have a problem with
violence. Instead, we need to
do the Christlike thing: to get
to know your neighbors, to
ask questions, to be personally
involved, to build relationships.
There are many individuals
who suffer from thoughts on
suicide and loneliness. It is
our responsibility to know our
neighbors, and if we see or hear
something, to do something
about it.”
Though this talk was the
first time we had met, I got
the strong impression that Dr.
Burnett is a man of courage
and conviction, one genuinely
invested and interested in the
education and welfare of his
students. He also has a point: as
a Christian university, we may
be called to be apart from the
world, but that doesn’t mean we
shouldn’t join the conversation.
While to me it appears clear that
Scripture does not condone any
violence after the cross, it by no
means discourages preparation
and protection of the helpless.
We must be ever vigilant of
spiritual and physical danger.
We have to be ready, we have
to update ourselves on the
school’s lockdown policies and
we have to care for one another
so that what does happen in the
world might never be seen on
our campus.
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Pulse

Zumba-yah: The Only Acceptable Dance on Campus

Carlyle
Tagalog
Pulse Editor

PHOTOS BY JULIA VINIZCAY

Michael-Anthony Lawrence
|
Andrews University is
on a mission to become the
healthiest university in the
world and noticeable changes
have been occurring all over
campus. This past weekend
marked the third annual
Health and Wellness Festival.
As part of this festival, on
Saturday, March 3, the Health
and Wellness Department
invited the student body to
join Deliverance Mass Choir in
Johnson Gym for an interactive
sing-along rehearsal. The
director, Carl Cunningham
(assisted by choral section
leaders),
instructed
the
participants
in
vocal

exercise—literally,
exercise
with vocals. The session began
with a warm up and led into
a performance of the Walter
Hawkins’ memorable gospel
song, “Going up Yonder,” with
Deandra Joseph, soprano, as
the instructor. It was a unique
and interesting opportunity to
experience breathing the same
musical air as the iconic DMC
and observing the rehearsal
dynamics.
The event was enhanced
by the healthy snack options
of fresh apples and grapes
provided, and as the rehearsal
closed, the energy went up.
The gym lights went off and
the neon lights came on. Two

instructors
from
Berrien
LifeRX administered a Zumba
session. This began with
exercising to Waka Waka, the
official song of the 2010 FIFA
World Cup held in South Africa.
Many people know that when
Shakira starts playing, bodies
are in motion. The leaders
taught the class basic Zumba
moves such as single and
double actions. An energetic
playlist of chart-topping hits
continued without interruption
as the seemingly tireless
instructors led choreographed
exercises that used close to the
body’s full range of motion.
This was exhausting but
very enjoyable. Middle-aged

mothers, children, university
students and workers all bodyrolled on command.
The activity lasted for about
two hours in the gym as the
atmosphere of dancing and
energy motivated everyone
to keep going. Dominique
Gummelt,
director
of
University Health and Wellness
was also present to moderate
events and transitions between
activities.
If you were not at this event,
you missed an opportunity to
see what happens when the
lights go off and the music
comes on; the motivation
to exercise increases and
judgment hopefully decreases.

If, however, you were absent
from this event but love Zumba,
there are Zumba classes at
LifeRX every week and the
University Health and Wellness
office has more information
on contacting the instructors,
Erin and Gabby. If you were
there and would like to see
this kind of activity repeated,
contact the Wellness Office
with encouraging feedback at
wellness@andrews.edu—that
is, if your joints aren’t too sore.

Home Security: Dorm Safety Precautions
Daniel Self | Attending
educational institutions in
hopes of becoming something
great, many young people in
American may not live to see
their dreams fulfilled. Sadly,
the fates of these particular
scholars will not be impacted
by sickness or accident.
Cascading away from yet
another
school
shooting,
society’s numbness to this
problem proves perilous as the
attacks on Marjory Stoneman
Douglas High School and
Central Michigan University
leaves the nation searching for
answers. For Andrews students,
the second tragedy induces an
even stronger realisation of the
world we live in. In this way,
Andrews students must be
active in observing and caring
for one another during this time
of fear and uncertainty. The
following will provide insight
regarding how to best react in
the event of an active shooter
on our Andrews campus.

What is the signal on campus
for an active shooter?
AU Alert. This sentiment
mirrors comments by other
resident advisors, and parallels
with the Andrews University
handbook.
It
becomes
imperative to enroll with the
AU Alert program, which can
be accessed via the Campus
Safety portion of the Andrews
University website, within the
self-explanatory
subsection:
AU Alert.
If
we
see
something
suspicious, who should we
tell?
Resident assistant Ben Lee
(political science, sophomore)
notes that for discreet tips,
individuals can report to
“Deans, R.A.s and Student
Life” if an unconfirmed
suspicion arises. These other
avenues allow students to note
behaviors that could potentially
indicate and prevent later
tragedy. However, calling

Campus Safety as soon as
possible is more important
during an emergency, as they
hold the resources, training and
contacts to most quickly and
safely defuse the situation.
If we hear gunshots, where is
the safest place to go?
Juan
Burdick
(computer
science, sophomore) gave a very
logical and technically sound
answer regarding this question.
He said, “The first answer is
the technically correct answer,
which is that you’re supposed
to go to the nearest building
and get inside, and then let
Campus Safety know so that
they can lock down the campus.
The second answer is to ideally
go someplace with concrete
walls and no windows, such
as the basement of Nethery or
the Administration building.
Unless you are already at the
Cafeteria/Gazebo, avoid that
place because there are a lot of
people and cramming them into

a safe place in that building can
be sketchy.”
In the event of an active
shooter,
students
should
quickly make their way to the
nearest building, but should
also tactically choose a building
that provides cover and lacks
objects that could shatter.
Thankfully,
Andrews
University
students
are
surrounded by young and
old leaders who continually
look out for the needs of
their students. However, the
entire student body bears
a responsibility to prevent
these horrific incidents from
occurring. The ostracization of
individual students, a theme of
these shootings, remains a very
pertinent issue for all places
of learning. While the actions
of those who felt isolated
and lashed out are by no
means justified, the Andrews
community should focus on
helping people never reach
such a state. In this way, when

you encounter an individual
and consider mocking some
aspect of their being, refrain.
From the aftermath of previous
attacks,
the
perpetrators
always show a deep distaste
for the people around them.
These interpersonal feuds can
be traced back as a partial
source for their violent actions.
Furthermore,
vigilance
becomes required during such
a state of affairs in order to
prevent these atrocities. Thus,
if you observe behavior that
indicates the potential for
hazard, call the Campus Safety
number below and allow them
to protect our campus family.
Campus Safety Hotline: 269471-3321
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The Best Fit: Health and Wellness Department Holds First
Fitness Competition
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Torian Hill | March 4
marked the first-ever fitness
competition, held by the Health
and Wellness department.
The competition started at 10
a.m. and finished at midday
on a warm and sunny Sunday.
The atmosphere was exciting:
there was fruit and water
provided and everyone wore
fitness clothing and colorful
running shoes. With nothing
but smiles and laughter, each
teams were ready. It comprised
of seven teams at the start and
finished with a total of five.
The competition consisted on
of six events: the Speed Walk
Tag, Bucket Ball, Medicine
Ball Indian Relay Toss and

Pass, Russian Twist Relay, the
Popsicle Game and Animal
Pentathlon.
In order for a team to do
well, they had to be consistent
throughout the whole morning.
Going into the final event
the scores were close and
all stakes were high. Teams
were determined to claim first
place. The race started out
with a close distance between
all teams. With Team Leslie
trailing behind they quickly
came back and took the lead
and held it. When the race
ended most of the teams knew
what kind of position they
would be in as far as points
were concerned. Team Number

Seven was awarded third place
for the overall event. They were
able to accumulate 23 points.
Jonika Scott (wellness,
sophomore) said, “We had
a positive attitude about
everything which was a big
help, even when we were down
we still stayed positive.”
Although all teams
displayed a confident spirit,
Team Number Seven seemed
to be the team with the most
positive members.
With a close second Team
Seagulls secured their place by
just one point, having a total
of 24 points. They also fought
hard.
Emalee Balleber (wellness,

sophomore) said, “I think
the key to our success was
determination. We remained
determined throughout the
whole program.”
Team Leslie was victorious,
winning with a total 30 points.
Xavier Cameron
(engineering, senior) said,
“In the last event there were
a few unfair things. Some of
the groups did not do things
chronologically (like we did),
yet somehow we were still able
to blow out some of the teams
and win it all.”
They won three out of the
six events. Since they were
doing well from the start of the
event, Team Leslie competed in

a relaxed manner.
The winning team, received
duffle bags with surprises
inside of them. And the top
three teams had the chance to
stand on the podium for pictures
of them and their prizes.
Ultimately the University of
Health and Wellness put on an
amazing event that emphasizes
the importance of fitness in
life that not only “provided a
fun and great team bonding
experience,” as Arthur Lee
(junior, biochemisty, premedicine) said. “It combined
wellness, fun, partnership, and
community in a large scale that
is sometimes hard to do.”

Shootings: How to Deal with Trauma and Anxiety
Jordanne Howell-Walton | On
Feb. 14, 2018, a school shooting
occurred at Stoneman Douglas
High School in Parkland,
FL. The shooting resulted in
seventeen deaths and fourteen
non-fatal injuries, although
the number of students and
teachers traumatized by this
event is unnumbered.
The psychiatric definition
of trauma is an experience that
produces psychological injury
or pain. For the shooting that
happened at Parkland, trauma
became a part of many lives.
Outside the school, many
parents waited in anticipation.
Would they see their children
at the end of the day? Would
they get the opportunity to hold
their children again?
For many, the relationship
between anxiety and trauma

is deeply intertwined. While
it comes in many different
forms and has many different
symptoms, anxiety can create
a sense of despair for an
individual. For any individual
who goes through a traumatic
experience, the chances of
that person developing an
anxiety disorder of some form
increases greatly.
Trauma is different for
everyone. Many have heard of
PTSD (Post-Traumatic Stress
Disorder); the type of trauma
that may cause PTSD differs
for each person and each
scenario. For many, PTSD is
directly associated with the
military and service in some
form. But the reality is that
trauma is frequently more local
and apparent than we know or
realize. For high school age

students, trauma can come in
the form of an abusive home
life or bullying in the school
environment. Unfortunately,
now many high school and
college age students have to
factor in the reality of a mass
shooting in the school they are
attending.
The sad reality is that a
shooting can happen anywhere,
and it could potentially happen
here. Somethings that we
can do if interacting with a
person who has experienced
a traumatic event or in the
unfortunate event that it could
happen here.
1. Review AU’s Lockdown
Protocol: Students who have
survived mass school shootings
have made the observation that
while many times the shooter

is a student at their school,
this doesn’t always mean the
shooter is in your vicinity.
Know your protocol! In
knowing your protocol you can
help keep yourself and others
safe.
2. Be Supportive: In interacting with peers who have
traumatic experiences, being
supportive is very important.
Being a source of comfort and
support can give a sense of ease
to those who have been through
so much.
3. Refer to a Professional: If
a peer gives you information
about their experiences that
seems to negatively influence
their self perception, desire
to self-harm, or harm others,
refer them to a professional.

Remember, we don’t have
degrees yet, so we (as peers)
can’t give professional help.
Trauma and anxiety can
happen
to
anyone
and
anywhere. It can often come
and be triggered in different
forms and by various events.
Now, unfortunately, trauma
and anxiety from shootings
are becoming more common.
In light of these events, it is
imperative that you familiarize
yourself on trauma and anxiety
to help you prepare for a crisis
you may one day face.
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Parkland: A Personal Look

Adriana
Santana
Humans Editor
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Ivy Cooper
Year: Senior
Major: Psychology
Interviewed by
Santana

their fear and pain.
Adriana

Ivy lives near and has family in
the Parkland, Florida area. In
light of recent events, Ivy was
willing to respond to a couple
of questions regarding the
tragedy.
Where were you when the
new first broke?
When I first heard the news
I was in my department
(Behavioral Sciences). I follow
a lot of Southern Florida pages
on social media because that’s
home for me and as I was
reading about it I was in total
shock (knowing that it could
happen anywhere), feeling

Do you know anyone who
was directly affected by the
shooting?
As a former athlete, my
school played almost every
public school in Miami-Dade
and Broward County and we
become friends with these
people, and eventually play
travel ball during the summer
together. I had many softball
friends who were Marjory
Stoneman Douglas alumnus,
and many softball friends
whose younger siblings are
currently MSD students.
Do you feel a change in
the community since the
tragedy?
I feel that people are arguing

more based on views, and it
shouldn’t be like that. I feel
that we should gather as a
community and have empathy.
You’d want to do something
about this kind of violence and
not just argue about it. I feel that
because it didn’t happen here in
Berrien Springs, MI that it’s
easy to dismiss, however, the
reality is that it could happen
here, it could happen anywhere.
I was at the shooting we had
last January in Fort Lauderdale
International Airport. I was
flying back to Andrews
University after winter break
and it was someone who got off
a plane, it wasn’t someone who
was from South Florida. It can
happen anywhere, by anyone.
I believe we as a community
need to pray for those who are
suffering, pray for those that
have the temptation to commit
a mass shooting, and pray for
others to be safe. We need to
be trained and taught what to
do if we were in Parkland’s
situation.
How do you feel about the
Parkland victims being so
vocal?
I believe many people don’t do
things about situations until
it happens to them and this
was an unfortunate one. They
witnessed the loss of family,
friends and faculty. They went
through the pain and fear that
most people just talk about;
they experienced it. They are
speaking out of fear, out of pain
and out of a sense of justice.
They want others to hear them

so that things like this won’t
happen again, so that others
don’t have to experience what
they did. They want to be the
change in this world. They are
smart, they are brave and they
show love and compassion
towards others, and that’s hard
to get from a teenager. There
have been so many shootings
in the past, a recent one at
one of South Florida’s airport,
in Vegas, even at Central
Michigan University and no
one spoke up the way these
high school students have.
Since this incident was so close
to home, would you say you
have a different perspective
on school shootings?
Honestly, knowing where I
live, I knew it had to happen
eventually. There are many
dangerous places in MiamiDade and Broward County.
It’s not as safe as it used to
be; there’s always people
getting shot or robbed, and
unfortunately I knew that
eventually in South Florida
something like this would
happen. As a public school
alumni I can say that schools
are usually extremely safe
(especially high school because
we have like 2000-4000
students in each public high
school), we have our own cops
and multiple security guards
and our staff is semi-trained for
situations like these. I want to
be able to go home and not have
to worry if my cousins are safe
at school or, in the future, if my
kids will be safe at school. I’ve

had a shooting near my home
and it’s scary. You have to be
alert wherever you are and
know who your friends truly
are. I think school shootings
can and unfortunately will
continue to happen, but I also
believe that we have to teach
our loved ones how to deal with
situations like these. We have
a responsibility to be wellinformed and educated, but we
also have a right to feel safe
when attending school
What do you think America
should do in regards to gun
control?
There’s so much going on
politically in regards to gun
control. In my opinion, I
believe that guns should not be
sold to anyone under the age
of 21. If you think about it, we
aren’t even college graduates
yet; why do we really need a
gun? I believe that if someone
wants to buy a gun they have
to go through a psychological
assessment of at least six
weeks, speak to someone and
really explain why they want
the gun. I believe selling guns
shouldn’t be as easy as buying
cigarettes or over the counter
medication; it should be harder,
it should make people really
understand what happens when
you have possession of a gun. It
should make them go through a
process that makes them really
think on how they would use
the gun.
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A Christian’s Role in Gun Control
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Dr. Nicholas Miller | School
shootings have been in the
headlines again, as the nation

still recovers from the tragic
and preventable loss of 17 lives
in Parkland, Florida, at the

hands of a troubled teenager
armed with an AR-15. This
is already the 12th school
shooting of 2018, and we are
only a little over two months
into the year. At least four of
these have involved multiple
victims, including one in
Benton, Kentucky, where 16
were shot, and two killed.
It is certain these awful
events have multiple causes,
from increasing violence in the
media, social isolation in our
high-tech society, breakdown
of parenting relationships
(especially between fathers
and boys), and a repression of
healthy masculinities in an
increasingly gender confused
society.
Yet one cannot
discount the ready availability
of the tools that actually make
the extremity of these attacks
possible—weapons of high
volume, velocity and fire rate.
As Christians, is our
response limited to praying
for the victims of such attacks,
both past and future? Or is
there a role for public action? I

believe there is. Much as our
pioneers spoke out against the
public health hazards of alcohol
and tobacco, so the modern
Adventist church has spoken
out on the public health hazard
of certain types of weapons.
In 1990 the General
Conference issued a statement
arguing for a ban on the sale of
automatic and semi-automatic
assault and military-style
weapons to the public. In doing
so, they cited the example of
Christ who came to heal and
not to kill; who told Peter to
put up his sword; and who said
those that live by the sword
will die by the sword. The
Sixth commandment prohibits
murder, and the spirit of that
law as Christ says in the
sermon on the mount, is not just
to prevent murder, but to act in
the principle of preserving life,
which limiting assault-style
weapons would do.
Weapons that fire at a high
rate and velocity, and that have
large magazine capacities, do
not have useful purposes for

civilians. They are simply made
to kill people at a high volume,
and very quickly. The licensing
connected with these weapons
is often much less demanding
than owning and driving a car,
or operating a ham radio. One
of the things that keeps this
type of gun violence going is
an unholy alliance between gun
manufacturers, the gun lobby
and politicians who are willing
to be bought. Christians need
to protest these abuses in the
name of God and humanity.

community, those affected by
racism and prejudice, and most
recently, those damaged by
the violence which pervades
our society—specifically gun
violence.
The National Shooting
Sports Foundation argues that
although “assault weapons”
look like military rifles, they
function like other “semiautomatic sporting firearms.”
But Isaiah 2:4 states, “[God]
will judge between the nations
and will settle disputes for
many peoples. They will beat
their swords into plowshares
and their spears into pruning
hooks. Nation will not take up
sword against nation, nor will
they train for war anymore.”
So if we follow the Bible
as closely as we say we do, we
should turn our AR-15s into
shovels, pistols into rakes,
and other weapons into more
farming equipment, because
peace doesn’t occur when we
get to heaven—it starts here

and now. And I believe that
God cares more about his dead
and dying children than what
the 2nd Amendment says about
guns.
Jesus told us to love God
and love your neighbor as
yourself. “All the law and the
prophets depend on these two
commandments”
(Matthew
22:36-40). Not part of the law,
but all of it. If we are to follow
the teachings of Christ, we
have an obligation to prioritize
love above all else. He also
says, “Come to me, all you who
are weary and burdened, and I
will give you rest” (Matthew
11:28). I pray that He does that
soon, but in the meantime, it is
up to us so-called Christians to
be followers of God not only in
name, but also in practice. So,
speak up, don’t turn a blind eye
to any injustices you see and
advocate for what you believe
in.

Dr. Nicholas Miller is seminary
professor and the Public
Affairs/Religious
Liberty
Director. To see the official
statement by the church visit
www.adventist.org

All Those Who are Weary
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Brandon Shin | As Christians,
we have a unique responsibility:
to follow Christ in a world
which constantly tempts us
to stray. Especially now, this
responsibility requires us to be

involved and to demonstrate
a Christ-like lifestyle in that
same world.
Jesus was heavily involved,
both politically and socially—
he flipped tables because

of corruption in the temple
(Matthew 21) and called out
the hypocrisy of religious
leaders (Matthew 15). The
prophets of the Old Testament
even proclaimed the ‘political’
viewpoints of God: “I will
say to those called ‘Not my
people,’ ‘You are my people’;
and they will say, ‘You are
my God’” (Hosea 2:23). God
himself embraces the rejects
and outcasts on the fringes of
society. If we are to embody
Christ, we too should exemplify
love and acceptance.
The Bible is, after all,
explicit: “Speak up for
those who cannot speak for
themselves, for the rights of all
who are destitute [...] defend the
rights of the poor and needy”
(Proverbs 31:8-9). We created
a society and church so bent
on being ‘set apart’ from the
world that we have lost sight
of God’s original plan. We
have a responsibility to the
downtrodden: the LGBTQ+

Scott E. Moncrieff
Faculty Advisor
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AU Wind Symphony Rings in the Sabbath

opening, the song seems to tell
a woeful story of a traveler. The
notes of the xylophone were clearly
executed and added emotion
to the moving piece. The song
crescendoed into a stirring height,
and ended softly.
“They Hung Their Harps in the
Willows,” composed by W. Francis
McBeth, led with a dramatic
beginning, slow middle, and had
drastic dynamics throughout. It

was a sobering piece, but one full
of emotion. The crescendos were
strong and the seeming urgency
could literally be felt in the seats by
the force of the timpani, percussion
and the tones resonating through
the hall.
The next song, “Pacem” (Latin
for peace), was full and satisfying.
“Robert Spittal wrote [this song]
to portray the idea of peace. It
ranges from introspective to
truly epic themes and reflects on
the persistent and extraordinary
struggle of the world for peace,”
Graves explained.
The cymbals added vigor and
emotion and the chimes added
to the introspective feeling. One
couldn’t help but feel their soul
soaring with the music as they
listened to this song of peace.
“No Shadow of Turning,” after
which this concert was named,
is an arrangement of “Great
Is Thy Faithfulness” by David
Gillingham. The song featured
members of the Andrews Academy
Resound Bell Choir with their
director, Elsy Gallardo Diaz.
The audience was encouraged
to reflect on God’s unchanging
faithfulness in their lives as the
song ranged from peaceful, to
strong and animated, and then back
to peaceful and soothing. The bells
added a contemplative aspect and

pure sound.
The next piece, “Lied ohne
Worte,” by Rolf Rudin, literally
means “song without words.” It
was emotive and communicated
with the audience “without words,”
as is often required of song. The
piece was smooth and serene with
the occasional swell.
The last selection was “American
Hymnsong Suite” by Dwayne
Milburn. It was comprised of
four hymn melodies, including
“Wondrous Love,” “Balm in
Gilead,” “Come Thou Fount,” and
“When We All Get To Heaven,”
which brought a unique marching
band feel. The four movements
were brimming with brooding
emotion, consolatory tones and
dynamic energy.
I found “Pacem” and “They
Hung Their Harps in the Willows”
to be the most moving, with
plenty of dynamic shifts to keep
interest. The Wind Symphony
once again succeeded in presenting
a well-organized program with
sensational, high quality music.

performance artist and filmmaker
born in Korea, combines traditional
art with an audio experience to tell
her life story.
Thiele’s exhibit, upon first
glance, is simply a handmade
hanbok, a traditional Korean dress,
with a red border painted near the
bottom. Upon entering the room
I was prompted to push a button
on the wall next to me, which
launched the multimedia portion of
the exhibit. A recording of Thiele’s
voice greeted me and lead me
through the defining experiences of
her life. She was born in Korea, but
a family from Wisconsin adopted
her when she was only nine months
old. Her parents bought her Korean
toys, but she never accepted her
ancestry until seventh grade, when
she switched to a school in which
she was the only Asian student.
Thiele retells a story in which a
boy at her school started yelling
gibberish at her, mocking the
Korean language, so she hit him
in the face with a basketball as
retaliation. She also reveals that
she didn’t begin to explore her
heritage until she studied in the
BFA program at the School of the
Art Institute of Chicago, and while

other Korean people sometimes
question while she doesn’t speak
their native language, she resonates
with much more of the culture of
her birthplace than she previously
had, and is learning how to make
various Korean foods.
As Thiele recalled more of her
story, I noticed that the border on
the skirt of the hanbok was made
up of related images—her mother
holding her as a baby, Thiele
playing basketball, and many
other pictures of her childhood
and young adult life, all derived
from family photos. The dress
itself, while taking the shape of a
hanbok, was made of acid-washed
denim, a reference to her American
childhood.
The audio recording continued,
and the lights dimmed. An
informative sign just inside the
small room told me that the next
portion would be Thiele’s retelling
of her story through pansori, a
traditional Korean storytelling
genre performed by a singer and a
drummer. Thiele sang her madang
(or biological folktale) herself,
showing yet another product of
her dedication to reconnect with
Korean culture.

For the final portion of
Thiele’s exhibition, the room went
completely dark, revealing brush
strokes on the dress that were
illuminated under blacklight. The
dress then spun on its platform,
revealing more painted images that
had been hidden under its folds and
creating a zoetrope animation with
the glowing pattern on the dress
and a black strobe light. The dress
continued spinning for around
thirty seconds, creating an eerie,
surreal effect.
Thiele’s use of multimedia to tell
her own important story managed
to immerse me into more aspects of
her story than an isolated visual art
piece or auditory retelling would
have. She combines the Korean
and American aspects of her
identity in her art, allowing those
who experience her multimedia
installation to not only appreciate
a beautifully handmade piece,
but connect with the artist and by
providing a lens into understanding
someone else’s experience.

Kelly Lorenz
Arts &
Entertainment Editor
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Sarah Mackintosh | The Andrews
University
Wind
Symphony
vespers concert, directed by
Byron Graves, was spectacular.
Byron Graves is a music education
teacher at Andrews University
and previously taught at several
Adventist schools. He has traveled
extensively around the US with
various ensembles and won
awards for their performances.
For this vespers, all the songs were

spiritual, but “not your typical
gospel tunes,” Graves noted. He
gave a short introduction to each
song throughout the concert.
The concert began with
“Hallelujah Fantasy” by Walter
Hartley, which had a fun, lilting
melody and a strong finish. The
second piece was a folk spiritual,
“Wayfaring Stranger,” directed
by graduate conductor Kleberson
Calanca. With its mournful

A Fall to a Sea of Art

PHOTO BY KELSEY ROOK

Kelsey Rook | The South Bend
Museum of Art is currently
displaying a multimedia project
by Brooke Thiele called - A Fall

to a Sea Called Home. The exhibit
opened on Feb. 3 and will close
on April 8. In this work, Thiele,
a Wisconsin-based animator,
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Graphic Novel to Less-Graphic Movie: Masking Death
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David Dunham | Superhero
movies have taken the world by
storm. If you looked at the fifteen
highest-grossing movies of all
time, superhero movies make up
almost one-third of the list. So,
what is it that makes these movies
such a widespread phenomenon?
An argument can be made that
these movies are simply good
fun—a movie where you can turn

your brain off and just have a good
time. The action in a traditional
hero movie just doesn’t get
graphic—superhero movies almost
never explore the direct results of
taking a life. They may try to delve
into the broader consequences, like
in DC’s Batman v. Superman and
Marvel’s Captain America: Civil
War, but they never truly display
the loss of lives. Is it irresponsible

to for us as a society to participate
in the good, fun violence within
our beloved movies?
In Marvel’s blockbuster
Black Panther, the antagonist,
Killmonger, slits the throat of one
of the royal guards during a final
battle scene. This scene featured
no blood, which is odd considering
when that happens in real life,
blood is usual spilled. However,

the dead body of this woman
simply fell to the floor in dramatic
silence, and had no visual weight.
While this death was just one out
of many in the film, it was very
interesting that Marvel chose to
display such a ruthless method of
killing without showing the reallife visual of blood. This creative
choice highlights one key point:
Marvel omitted the results of one
of its only deaths in the movie
that is realistic (no futuristic
weapons involved), possibly to
avoid an R-rating in order to sell
their product to a wider audience.
This disregard of the impact that
violence might have on audiences
not only desensitizes viewers, but
presents an act of violence itself
as simple, clean and, dare I say it,
cool.
The widespread popularity
of superhero movies also creates
a problem in and of itself: a hero
complex. People watch these
movies, and get inspired to become
a hero, which is great—until it
isn’t. Some might admire the
violent-when-necessary
morals
of heroes like Captain America
or Superman, while others might
admire the aggression of characters
like the Hulk or Batman that take
“justice” into their own hands. But
ultimately there is a sacrifice that

must be made: how many people
will be hurt for the sake of peace,
justice, and personal vendettas?
Since these movies are created in a
fictional world, one may argue that
the violence isn’t as detrimental.
However, just because these films
don’t use regular guns, that doesn’t
mean the violence seen on the big
screen has no impact on the viewer.
Am I saying superhero movies
are awful, and will corrupt
everyone who watches them?
No, but there is much discussion
to be had about the approach
superhero movies take towards
violence. Having characters who
blow people up in space, stab
others with an interstellar staff or
have heads simply explode into
colorful powder might be a new
take on action, and create a funny
or interesting scenario, but at what
cost? Will we continue to uphold
wholesome heroes like Spider-Man
without acknowledging how much
we enjoyed watching his more
caustic and homicidal counterpart
Deadpool star in his own movie?
Violence has become the new form
of entertainment, and just because
we don’t see the immediate
consequences now doesn’t mean
they won’t happen later.

The following portion of the
event saw notable performances
from Sharyl Cubero (sophomore,
biology) and Marialexxa Holman
(sophomore, psychology), covering
the multifaceted nature of love, and
how love is never how it seems.
Cubero simply read a journal
entry written around 1 a.m. on
Valentine’s Day. Mourning the loss
of almost-love, or more accurately,
only-true-then-love, Cubero spoke
about her tumultuous relationship
with love as a concept. She spoke
about cutting her hair whenever
she falls out of love, and not
realizing her hair only came to her
ears one summer. She spoke about
the collateral damage inherent
in love, and how once, when she
received flowers for Valentine’s
Day, she named them and thanked
them “because no life should ever
die in the name of love.”
Holman’s poem described “the
kind of love that could be carried
in your pocket,” that is too small
to mean much, too one-sided to
last truly. Her poignant delivery
depicting “love that never saw
the light of day” rang with many
audience members and evoked
a visceral emotional response.
Closing the open mic, Dr. Scott

Moncrieff (sponsor of The Sound)
performed two poems, and
thanked all who came for sharing
their poetry and supporting the
performers.
The performers at The
Sound’s February event discussed
many kinds of love, from love
lost, to love misunderstood, to
love misconstrued. There were
few poems about lasting love.
The Sound’s events, including
monthly open mics and poetry
workshops, exist to, according to
Gayle, “provide people a space,
people who maybe have never
written or performed poetry, or
felt comfortable enough to share
their art.,” she continued, speaking
on behalf of the other co-founder
of The Sound, Antone Huggins
(sophomore, pre-physical therapy),
“where they felt supported. We’ve
had people come up and do poems,
people who had never previously
thought of performing. For me,
at least, that’s the whole point
of doing this. It’s letting people
know that they’re allowed to create
and that there are people there to
support them and enjoy what they
have to say.”

It Sounds Like They Love Poetry

PHOTO BY DR. SCOTT MONCRIEFF

Natalie Hwang | On the last
Wednesday of each month, The
Sound, Andrews University’s
poetry club, hosts an open mic
event where students are free to
come and perform spoken word
poetry, or simply listen. The
Sound’s open mics are usually
marked by large audiences and
few performers, and this event was
no different, with about twelve
performers. The event lasted
around an hour, and was followed

by refreshments while most
attendees milled around talking to
each other and complimenting the
performers’ poetry.
The February open mic’s theme
was Love, “because February is
the month of love, which is cool for
some people,” quipped Anna Gayle
(sophomore,
communications),
cofounder of The Sound. The
open mic took place in the cozily
decorated recreation center, string
lights transforming the small room

into a stage and highlighting a
clearing where each performer
stood facing the audience. Gayle
opened the night with a poem to
her “fifteen-year-old self, who is
about to fall in love for the first
time.” Telling her younger self to
know the difference between love
and being in love, what she thought
was her first love and what she
eventually realized love was, Gayle
differentiated between what love
is and is not. To her fifteen-yearold self, she said, “let it be July,”
let love be love, and let herself feel
what she could.
Following Gayle, Mary
Marciniak
(sophomore,
psychology) performed a poem
on the maybe’s of love—the inbetweens, the ambiguity in leaving
someone and hoping they miss you
too. Marciniak’s voice wavered
over the lines, “Maybe it’s because
I feel a little alone. Maybe it’s
because I know what we are and I
know what we never will be, and
so I’m clinging to something that
I know. I know that something
changed. All I know is I miss
you and I hope you miss me too,”
evoking sympathetic murmuring
from the audience, who snapped
loudly after her performance.
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The Cries of the Young
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When I heard the news about
the Stoneman Douglas High
School shooting, I didn’t
know what to think, beyond
“oh no,” “that’s horrible,”
“how many people died?”
and “where was this,
again?” It was tragic. I sent
up a prayer mentally for the
victims’ families, sighed
about what this world has
become, and kept scrolling
on my Facebook news feed.
The murder of 17 high
schoolers is just another
news report in 2018.
My callousness disgusts
me.
After all, I have been a
high school student. It wasn’t
even that long ago! I still
have friends in academy,
still talk to former teachers
and classmates. Beyond
that, I still go to a school,
still spend hours sitting at a
desk, in a classroom, in the
same situation those high
schoolers were in.
I should be emotionally
ruined by this. I should
feel shellshocked, broken,
go through the day in a
haze of grief and confusion
and anger. Instead, I keep
scrolling.
***
At seven years old, I had the
opposite problem. My dad
tells stories about punishing
my brother, because he
would get stubborn and
refuse to apologize, but he’d
just look at me funny and I’d
burst into tears. I cried over
everything—the dandelions
that got cut when my dad
mowed the lawn, the fact
that I was younger than my
two best friends by four
whole months, a misspelled
word on my spelling test—
those, and pretty much
every movie ever made.
“Stop being so sensitive,”
my brother would tell me.
“Grow up.”
So I did and now my
callousness disgusts me,
but as much as it does, I
know that I don’t want to
turn back into that little
girl who melted at the first

whisper of conflict and
was so destroyed by gentle
criticism. Desensitization
lends a certain fortitude,
grants an extra layer of
resilience. The thicker
my skin, the easier it is to
speak my mind. I want to be
empathetic, yes, but I don’t
want my sensitivity back at
the cost of my strength.
Then how did I get to
this point? I want to blame it
on the world. This tiny blue
planet seems to grow more
violent and more horrific by
the day. School shootings,
after all, should be a sign
of the apocalypse—not of
everyday life.
I want to blame it on the
world, but I know it’s more
than that. Part of it is me. I’m
not ten years old anymore,
and the media I choose to
interact with demonstrates
that. The movies I watch, the
books I read—they portray
horrific,
apocalyptically
bad things all the time.
Just in the past two years,
the success of everything
from 13 Reasons Why to
Westworld to Game of
Thrones shows our culture’s
fascination with death. I’m
not trying to rat on pop
culture: I think that good
media should engage with
our cultural consciousness
and reflect societal anxieties
responsibly. And much
of our current crop of
socially-engaged
media
has done wonders in its
depiction of marginalized
groups—whether it’s Get
Out literalizing modernday oppressions and microaggressions towards black
people, or the way The
Handmaid’s Tale brutally
critiques misogyny. These
are powerful, brilliant pieces
of filmmaking. They spark
important
conversations
that we should be having.
But I do wonder—how does
the media I consume affect
my empathy in the face of
real-life tragedy?
I’m not naïve. I know that
unplugging from movies or
TV won’t suddenly make
me sensitive to others’ pain.

After all, we see just as
many horrors on the news
these days, and just because
they happened in the real
world doesn’t mean they
aren’t also sensationalized.
But it’s easier to become
desensitized to real-world
horrors when we readily
consume those same horrors
as entertainment.
I wept buckets over Hannah
Baker’s death in 13 Reasons
Why but couldn’t muster up
a couple of tears for 17 real
dead high schoolers.
***
Look, this isn’t something
I want to talk about. It’s not
something I want to think
about, much less address.
But I have to address it,
even if I cannot find the
words, even if I don’t know
how to say—or even feel—
everything that I should say
and feel.
Because like it or not, I
am horrifically, grossly
desensitized to the tragedies
that occur in this world,
and I hate it. I want to be
compassionate, to weep over
the world as Christ did on the
Mount of Olives, to be sad
enough and angry enough
to do something about
evil. I don’t want to be just
another consumer, unfazed
by tragedy, unaffected by
injustice. I want to be better,
but I don’t know how.
Maybe I’ve grown up too
much.
***
But as I try to navigate
the spaces between strength
and sensitivity, I find myself
forgetting action. Empathy
is not just an outlet for tears
or a flash of guilt. Empathy
requires activity.
Crying over cut flowers
is all well and good, but it
doesn’t actually do anything.
Grief is immobilizing, and if
these recent shootings have
taught me anything, it’s that
we must mobilize—we must
make things happen.
I am under no delusions

about the actions I can take.
There are a lot of things
that I cannot do. I am not
a senator or a government
official. I am not on the
board of any school. I am
limited.
But empathy doesn’t
have to happen on a large
scale. Empathy is much
simpler than that. Empathy
is talking a friend down
from a scary presentation,
giving a sibling a shoulder
to cry on, offering notes to
a student who missed class,
writing an article or a blog
post, giving a speech, telling
someone that they are not
alone.
Growing up comes with
its perks, after all—no one
gives a seven-year-old a
page in the newspaper.
***
This I promise: I will
go looking for the girl who
cried over cut dandelions—
that I will find her and drag
her kicking and screaming
into the light of 2018, and
I will give her a pen and
a platform and a tissue,
so she can proclaim her
anger and her grief to the
mountaintops. I will give
her a file to wear down the
callouses that have come to
define me, and I will ask her
to teach me how to live in
this world.
In return, I will hold her
hand as she weeps through
books and movies, as she
sees the place this world
has become, and I will give
backbone to her sensitivity
and strength to her sobs, and
although I may not always
be able to cry over someone
else’s disaster, I can help
them through it.
For now, for me, that will
have to be enough.
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